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Abstract. We report results on event-by-event hard probe of soft matter geometry and fluctuations
in heavy ion collisions. Geometric data (v2 of high pt hadrons) from RHIC plus LHC clearly favors
jet “monography” model with strong near-Tc enhancement of jet-medium interaction strength which
also implies a less opaque medium at LHC. We also quantify the jet responses to all harmonic
anisotropy vn(n = 1,2,3,4,5,6) and their manifestation in hard-soft azimuthal correlations.
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High energy heavy ion collisions have provided the unique laboratory access to the
hot deconfined QCD matter. With extensive measurements over the past decade at RHIC
and immense body of LHC data freshly arriving, we are at an age of quantitatively
studying the “condensed matter physics of QCD” for advancing our knowledge of how
QCD operates in Nature. A powerful “imaging” tool for the created matter is the hard
probe produced in the initial binary hard collisions. Such a partonic jet experiences
multiple collisions in the dense medium and loses energy (i.e. jet quenching), leading to
measurable differences in the final hadrons as compared with e.g. in pp collisions and
providing a way of learning about medium properties and jet-medium interactions.
This study focuses on the geometric aspects of jet quenching. The hot medium cre-
ated in a heavy ion collision event is generally anisotropic in the transverse plane,
therefore high energy partons traversing the medium along different azimuthal direc-
tions will “see” different medium thickness and thus lose different amount of en-
ergy. That will lead to a measurable anisotropy in the nuclear modification factor
RAA(φ). The so-obtained RAA(φ) may be further Fourier decomposed as: RAA(φ) =
RAA
(
1+2∑n=1 vn cos[n(φ −ΨJn)]
)
. The overall quenching RAA as well as the azimuthal
harmonics vn (for high pt hadrons) and the corresponding n-axis ΨJn can then be de-
termined from the above decomposition. The second harmonic v2 is the robustest and
reflects the hard probe of anisotropy both from geometry and fluctuation, which is very
sensitive to the underlying dynamics of jet energy loss, in particular its dependence on
the path-length and medium-density [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . More recent studies [10]
have extended to quantify the various other harmonics which arise from jet responses to
strong event-by-event fluctuations and provide further insights into the initial conditions.
Studies of v2 for high pt hadrons at RHIC, however, revealed a clear discrepancy
between various model results and data [1, 2, 11]. Efforts toward reconciling RAA and
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FIGURE 1. (color online) The v2 of high pt hadrons at RHIC 0.2TeV(left) and LHC 2.76TeV(right)
collisions computed from NTcE (thick solid blue), L2 (dashed red) as well as L3 (thin solid black) models.
The results are compared with various data from RHIC plus LHC (see [11, 14, 13] for details).
v2 at high pt succeeded only with a more radical proposal in [4] that the jet-medium
interaction is strongly enhanced in the near-Tc plasma. Such near-Tc enhancement of
jet quenching, in analogy with “critical opalescence”, is motivated by the scenario
that the near-Tc plasma is an emergent matter dominated by dense and light (chromo-
)magnetic monopoles[12]. Lately an AdS/CFT-motivated model with cubic path-length
dependence also described v2 at high pt for RHIC [5], presumably because it effectively
enhances the late time quenching that mimics the near-Tc enhancement.
Now that with available geometric data from RHIC plus LHC, it is tempting to further
discriminate models and pin down the path-length and matter-density dependences of
jet quenching. To do that we here use and compare three classes of geometric models
(see [8, 10, 13] for details): the NTcE model with strong near-Tc enhancement of jet-
medium interaction strength κ(s) (s the entropy density) and quadratic path-length
dependence, in contrast with the L2 model and the L3 model that both have a constant jet-
medium interaction strength κ0 while have quadratic and cubic path-length dependence,
respectively. (Note the strength κ is without the trivial density factor and roughly
corresponds to qˆ/s in certain models.) We’ve extracted RAA(φ) and the vn coefficients
event-by-event with a Monte-Carlo Glauber simulation for all three models [13]. The
results for v2 are shown in Fig.1 and compared with data: evidently the L2 model
(“tomography”) fails at RHIC and the L3 model (“holography”) fails at LHC, while
only the NTcE model (“monography”) is consistent with all data.
Hard probe of fluctuations is a quite new and interesting direction which may lead to-
ward independent and complimentary constraints on the initial condition, in addition to
that from bulk collective expansion. In [10] we’ve first attempted a systematical quan-
tification of the jet response to harmonic fluctuations up to n = 6: see Fig.2(left) for
vn/εn. Such results further allow us to show how the hard and soft sectors get mutually
correlated on an event-by-event basis through their common correlations to the same ini-
tial condition with fluctuating geometry. Schematically the correlation can be expressed
as C[∆φ ] ∼ ∑n=1,2,3,... 2 < vhnvsn > cos(n∆φ) and is demonstrated in Fig.2(right) based
on our computed jet response vhn and the hydro response v
s
n from literature: interesting
features like the near-side “hard ridge” and away-side “shoulder” clearly arise.
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FIGURE 2. (color online) (left) Jet response to harmonic fluctuations vn/εn for n = 1 to 6 and (right)
the hard-soft azimuthal correlation arising from the fluctuations in initial condition (see [10] for details).
We end by pointing out that in the “monography” picture with strongly peaked jet-
medium interaction strength near Tc, one naturally expects (on average) a less color-
opaque medium created at LHC as compared with that at RHIC [4, 8]. A “less opaque
medium” may be phrased in varied ways, e.g. over-quenching at LHC if scaling up with
density the same parameter sets from RHIC, a noticeable reduction of coupling constant
directly extracted from LHC as compared with that obtained with same procedure at
RHIC, extracted qˆ values not scaling with the density increase, etc. A first indication
is that even with multiplicity doubled, the central RAA at LHC is close to that at RHIC.
Recently multiple indenpendent jet quenching studies (e.g. GLV/WHDG/CUJET, “poly-
trope” models, geometric models, data scaling analysis, even lattice attempts) [15] in-
deed appear to report the coherent message of a less opaque medium at LHC.
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